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The War between Optimism and Pessimism

Jack Wheeler is in Nepal and returns next week.

The war in Ukraine coincided with the White House’s plans to create its new Ministry of Truth, officially titled 
the Disinformation Governance Board, led by long-time Democratic Party operative Nina Jankowicz.

Jankowicz has extensive experience working for the Ukrainian government, the National Democratic Initiative 
(NDI), and some suspected intelligence agency hip-pocket companies. Her specialty is regime change or color 
revolutions.

Jankowicz joined the NDI in 2013 under Obama and specialized in destabilization operations in Ukraine, 
Belarus, and Russia.
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The NDI is a division of the National Endowment for Democracy (NED), a secretive organization established 
during the Reagan Administration to promote regime change in Poland and Nicaragua. However, as President 
Reagan pointed out, the government never terminates its organizations. They march head looking for new ways 
to secure funding.

In 2015, Jankowicz moved to the NED government relations team, where she organized the internet efforts 
meant to discredit Trump and bring her gal Hillary to power. Her efforts prompted Admiral Michael Rogers of 
the NSA to visit Trump Tower and discuss the extent of political infiltration into the intelligence services.

Until Trump’s election, Jankowicz branded herself as an assistant to democracy. However, immediately after 
2016, she rebranded herself as the world’s authority on Russian disinformation.

Jankowicz has a history of advocating aggressive censorship and centralized control of the media, as when she 
was the voice behind Hillary Clinton’s campaign against Trump supporters, describing them as Putin lovers and 
drug-addicted slackers.

Her work reached deeply into Ukraine, where she maintained an office after 2014. After the 2016 election, she 
convinced the Government of Ukraine to finance prominent Democrats and fellow travelers such as Mitt 
Romney to hand over hundreds of millions of dollars to Trump’s political opposition. It would not be surprising 
to discover that she had a hand in strategically placing Alexander Vindman into the White House.

Allen Weinstein, the co-founder of the NED, claims that much of their mission was offloaded from the CIA 
decades ago with its information systems and expertise now under the direction of Democratic Party operatives 
working at the NDI.

It is no mystery how and why American presidential elections have increasingly looked like color revolutions.

The Republican Party, not the Party of Trump, but the other Republican Party of Romney, McCain, and Bush, 
also operates an office within the NED called the IRI, or international Republican Institute.
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Is it any wonder why the approach to government and the war against the Bill of Rights has become a uniparty 
action? Both rely on the same government strategic services.

One might say that the NED captured the two major political parties. The NED operated brilliantly in its quest 
to secure permanent funding after the ending of the Cold War.

Jankowicz was in a comfortable position with hands in both the Ukrainian and American treasuries when the 
war in Ukraine broke out. She was the driver behind the crude and sophomoric propaganda response from the 
United States, which attempted to break the world into Zelenskyy Democrats and Putin Republicans.

She demonstrated incredible incompetence by alienating billions of people around the globe in her effort to 
score short-term political points to get her new Ministry of Truth financed. Russia gained territory quickly in the 
confusion.

This begs the question. Just who is the Russian mole? The woman that so terribly messed up the Western 
response to Putin’s invasion while claiming to be an expert or the millions of middle-class Trump supporters 
that no longer trust anything, anything, the government says or does because of political hacks like Jankowicz?

Political hacks like Nina Jankowicz created a war against American optimism by deploying color revolution 
tools against the American population over and again since 2013.

****************

 

Verbum Vincet.The word will conquer.

Psychological warfare has been part of geopolitics since the era of Sun Tzu.

x

https://youtu.be/VA4e0NqyYMw

PSYOPS Video 3:38

 

Military intelligence officers have devoted their life’s work to creating the psychological weapons used by the 
United States to defer aggression and maintain Constitutional government in a hostile world.

At first, the tools were the print media and radio. However, when was the last time you read a paper magazine 
or newspaper? Once upon a time, Hollywood pursued projects supporting freedom and moral society. The 
promise of special access to state-controlled theaters and television in enemy nations corrupted Hollywood.

Once called the ARPANET, the internet was created in 1973 to allow decentralized communication during a 
Soviet nuclear strike. As a boy, I remember securing a lawn mowing and groundskeeping the contract with the 
local AT&T telephone exchange. One hot summer day, while trying to sell groundskeeping services to the 
executives heading home from work, a communications engineer described the ARPANET and the future of 
telecommunications. He believed that the future internet would facilitate truth, justice, and the American Way 
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because the truth always surfaces in an open format.

He did not have any vision of the internet gatekeepers. He did not see Google’s mission to discover everything 
about everyone or Twitter and Facebook blocking access to those challenging the political narrative.

In addition, he did not foresee the misuse of psychological weapons against the American population by 
political hacks whose singular goal was to gain control of the United States annual budget.

People such as Nina Jankowicz have so severely messed up Psyops that half of Americans no longer believe 
anything the government says. The middle-class workforce is utterly demoralized after nonsensical Covid 
mandates that apathy has replaced the work ethic.

They made a big mistake by not understanding the psychology of Americans. They had, after all, spent their 
developmental years studying foreign peoples and consequently lacked a grasp of American Exceptionalism.

Americans understand systems. Americans have a philosophical pragmatism that comes from the market 
economy. Americans ignore a Psyop understood to be a false and manipulated narrative.

Psyops only works when the target does not realize it is a Psyop.

When Jankowicz put the editors of everything from the Atlantic to the Wall Street Journal on speed dial and 
tried to sell the rubbish of Putin Republicans and Zelenskyy Democrats, she red-pilled half of the American 
population, in just two weeks, she destroyed the work of many thousands of intelligence specialists keeping the 
world more or less safe since WWII.

Trump reinstituted the death penalty. Yes, the same death penalty that Team Rosenberg earned after disclosing 
the secrets of the atomic bomb.

We just witnessed the Biden Administration, through Nina Jankowicz, destroy the credibility of American 
psychological warfare technology in her zeal to create a new federal agency and end the Constitutional Republic 
forever.

She failed. She failed big time. The United States government has a long road to restoring critical messaging 
credibility.

Her greatest sin? Jankowicz attempted to make any discussion of the war in Ukraine outside of HER narrative 
to be unacceptable and an actual felony. She wanted the FBI to arrest Americans asking pesky questions and 
send them to reeducation centers.

 

x

https://youtu.be/Cs9M1m-dpgM

Fonzie Jumps the Shark 0:39

Red diaper baby boomers took control of American institutions starting in the 1970s and accelerating during the 
1980s. However, they never jumped the shark as badly as Jankowicz because of the work of a great American.
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Rush Hudson Limbaugh saved the left from themselves from 1988 through 2021. He told the truth and created 
credibility throughout difficult times.

The collapse of government credibility, the confusion over Zelenskyy and Ukraine, and the demoralization of 
the American people would not have occurred if Rush was still at the golden microphone.

So, here is my hypothesis (1): Conservative messaging collapsed with Rush’s passing. Leftist commie scum 
messaging also collapsed as there was no one to remind them that jumping the shark ended Happy Days.

We miss you, Rush. America needs a trusted voice.

Hypothesis (2): Given the enormous damage to the United States’ credibility and the destruction of decades of 
psyop tradecraft, Dear Nina will not be around for long. If anybody still works the FBI counterintelligence desk, 
one would expect their inbox to be full of questions regarding Nina Rosenberg Jankowicz.

****************

 

More Psyops

In a nutshell, the purpose of Psyops is to lower the morale of an enemy. Let’s look at the nuts and bolts of the 
modern era:

Below is a click farm, a for-profit contracting business staffed to influence social media. Each station might be 
watching 100 or 200 Twitter, or Facebook accounts at a time. Their job is to identify descent and control the 
narrative. Employees are trained to troll and delegitimize everyone found in disagreement with the narrative. 
Supervisors monitor accounts and can take control of a conversation as needed.
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These services are not cheap but form the backbone of today’s influencer business.

This click farm is a Western operation operating from a 

server. It probably has an on-site IT professional and on-site political science specialists.

This type of organization convinced your dumb-as-a-rock brother-in-law that the jabs are safe and effective,

Chinese influence shops rely on thousands of used cell phones to monitor social media and take control of the 
narrative.

The equipment racks contain hundreds of 

cell phones connected to a central computer. If a chip fails, the defective phone does not stop the system.

Have you ever traded in a functioning cell phone for a newer model? Well, this is where your old phone goes.

The next time you are on social media and a new, unknown account begins to challenge your point of view; you 
might be facing off against a professional influencer.

And those hundreds of me-too accounts that also suddenly emerge? Yeah, they might all be operating from the 
same desk, under the control of the same agent of influence. Their job is to demoralize you.

****************
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A Sudden Narrative Flip

Earlier this week, an Indian national hired by Justice Sotomayor leaked the SCOTUS majority position paper 
regarding the Louisiana abortion lawsuit. SCOTUS agrees with Louisiana. Roe vs. Wade was an 
unconstitutional usurpation of states’ rights and the 10th Amendment.

After nearly fifty years, abortion will no longer be legal at the federal level.

A 20-Week Old Fetus

Suddenly, shazam, just like that, society has replaced people who menstruate with women, and the leftist war to 
marginalize women has crashed into a brick wall.

Women are back, and women’s rights have returned.

This link Here takes you to the emergency change to the AP Style Guide. Editors are being directed to drop 
“only biologists are qualified to define a woman” and all the other genderless horse crap immediately.

Who made the narrative change happen? Click farms under contract to the leftists made it happen.

After all, there are political donations to be squeezed from every leftist wingnut in reach of a cell phone.

However, this time around, women experienced our government’s messaging gone mad during Covid and the 
early weeks of the war in Ukraine. The hoped-for hysteria is not materializing beyond the usual suspects.

After fifty years, many Republicans came and went, with a majority saying that the Republic would end if 
abortion were no longer legal. They were dead wrong—every one of them.

Psyops does not work when people know that it is a Psyop.

It was a pretty good week for the good guys.
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With the possible termination of abortion at the federal level, we might yet return to One Nation, Under God.

Jack returns next week. Safe Travels.

 

Mike Ryan is a chemical engineering consultant to the iron and steel, minerals, petrochemicals, and forest 
products industries.
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